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Cinema-Kinos 

"Top Priority!"

Cinema-Kinos offers you three halls and 473 seats for your viewing

pleasure. The cozy ambiance, plush seats and high-end sound system

make for a great movie-watching experience. Check the website to find

out more on upcoming screenings.

 +49 69 2199 7855  www.arthouse-kinos.de/  info@arthouse-kinos.de  Roßmarkt 7, Francoforte

 by EvaK   

Frankfurt a.M. CineStar

METROPOLIS 

"For Money & Movies"

Head to this theater with your entire family, not fearing any censored

scenes because they are very particular about screening "good" movies.

And it's not just cinema, but also other activities, like contests and lotto's,

that draw the crowds here. So what are you waiting for? Go ahead and

book your tickets online.

 +49 451 703 0200  www.cinestar.de/de/kino/f

rankfurt-am-main-cinestar-

metropolis/

 info@cinestar.de  Eschenheimer Anlage 40,

Francoforte

 by rpk   

Harmonie 

"Traditional Twenties Cinema"

Built in the 1920s, Harmonie is one of the oldest cinemas in Frankfurt.

Recently refurbished, there are now two beautiful auditoriums with 295

and 90 seats. The program consists of a mixture of mainstream and

special interest films. Visit the website for more information.

 +49 69 6637 1836  www.arthouse-kinos.de/  info@harmonie-kinos.de  Dreieichstrasse 54,

Francoforte
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Theater Willy Praml 

"Art and Drama"

Drama and art beautifully unfold as the lights come on at Theater Willy

Praml in Ostend. Founded in 1991 by renowned theater personality- Willy

Praml, known for his many contributions to the art culture of Frankfurt,

this theater has showcased several classical and contemporary

productions. It is easily reachable and is located only a short walk away

from Waldschmidtstraße train station. For current and upcoming

schedules check out the website.

 +49 69 4305 4733  www.theater-

willypraml.de/

 theater.willypraml@t-

online.de

 Wittelsbacherallee 29,

Francoforte
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Orfeo's Erben 

"Cinema Restaurant"

Like the phoenix from the ashes, this small cinema-cum-restaurant has

since become a magnet for young people from all over the city since its

reopening. Written off by many, there are now so many customers that it

is often impossible to find a seat at Orfeo's Erben. The décor is stylish,

with silver lights, steel accessories, and red leather chairs. The menu

contains a mix of exotic specialties such as tandoori and saltimbocca,

which change according to season. The venue hosts mainly independent

art house films, usually accompanied by discussions and talks.

 +49 69 7076 9100  orfeos.de/  restauran@orfeos.de  Hamburger Allee 45,

Francoforte
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